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Stray dogs cause problems
Over 7,500 dogs are picked up in SLO each year

'M l

BY CINDY IIUANC,
Daily S tall Wrltai

i
M an’s best friend looks for a lunchtime handout.

City planners deny
fraternity request
BY MAR$ ANN
(.ILPAI KICK
Daily S tall Wrltai

In a unanimous decision, the
City Planning Commission decided
Wednesday to deny Alpha Epsilon
Pi fraternity a use permit they need
to continue living in their Osos
Street home.
The action was based on
numerous complaints made by
neighbors about noise and parking,
said Henry Engen, Coumniunity
Development Director. He said the
fraternity did not meet the
minimum zoning requirement of
providing at least 10 parking spaces
for the 20 occupants of the house.
He added that “ the place was like a
real Animal House,” with broken
beer bottles and an old refrigerator
on the front lawn

Troubles began for the fraternity
when it was discovered that they
didn’t have a use permit, making it
illegal for them to live there.
Complaints
from
neighbors
spurred the legal action.
Fraternity members declined
comment on advice of attorney
Ivan Halprin.
Shevon l.en and her husband
Jason live within a few houses of
the fraternity. Shevon said the
noise is so bad that the couple is
trying to sell tneir house and move
elsewhere. They planned to live in
their Osos Street home for at least
five more years, but sounds of
“ breaking bottles, screaming girls,
screeching cars and loud music
buzzing constantly through our
house” is driving them out

Engen said the fraternity could
appeal the decision to the City
Council within 10 days. If the
appeal is denied, Engen said the
case would "become a legal joust
between the applicant and the
city,” —with the city attorney
taking over. Ultimately, fraternity
members could be evicted.

Len, 24, claimed she is not antistudent but she said every-night
parties and a dilapidated fraternity
house is “ just too much."

Ivan Halprin, a Los Angeles
attorney whose corporation owns
the house, is' an Alpha Epsilon Pi
alumnus. He was on a business trip
in Hong Kong during last night's
meeting, and requested a con
tinuance of the hearing until he
could return, but the planning
commission denied it and voted
against issuing a permit

She said complaints to the police
had been useless because the noise
level rises soon after officers leave
the fraternity.

Art Shaw, a lawyer whose
practice is on Osos Street, is
speaking for Halprin in his ab
sence. He said he thought the boys
had cut the noise level since dif
ficulties arose in April and the only
real “ legal technicality" was the
lack of off-street parking spaces
designated for the house. He said
Halprin had agreed to take action
on that problem in a Mailgram he
sent to Shaw before the meeting.
“ Some neighbors
are more
sensitive than they should be,” said
Shaw.
“ I’d have any one of them for a
son and I’ve had six sons," Shaw
said of the fraternity members.
As far as large parties go, Shaw
said the house could hold 70 people
and still pose
no fire safety
problem. Manyneighbors had
expressed fears that fire trucks
could not reach the house with so
mariy cars parked along the block

Len said she circulated two
petitions—one with about 45
distressed neighbor's signatures
and another "with many more
names."

Man's best friend has been a part
of life as long as motherhood, and
signs of attachment to p m are
predominant everywhere.
On campus, students bring (heir
cats and dogs to classrooms with
them, or let them freely run on
campus. These seeming acts ol
loyalty to “ man’s best friends"
have caused many problems at Cal
Poly.
These animals—whether they are
strays or unchained pets—are a
threat to livestock on campus, can
carry diseases and somethimes are
left to die by themselves recent
interviews indicate.
In talks with people on and off
campus, it was found that
deprivation of livestock is one ol
the most serious animal-related
problems in San Luis Obispo
county—90 percent of which were
said to be caused by unlicensed
dogs.
Last year, the Animal Regulation
unit picked up over 7,500 dogs in
San Luis Obispo. Thai is an
average figure, said director Robert
Dollahite. He said the number
usually increases by 1000 each year.
Animal Regulation units do not
patrol the campus, because it is
stale property. The unit reinforces
county laws related to dogs, such as
picking up unlicensed animals and
those in violation of the leash law
Despite that fact, Dollahite said
Animal Regulation does come in
contact with 'problems related to
Cal Poly when students’ pets are in
residential areas.
“ At the end-of-the-semestei
times, the abandonment rate of
dogs and cats goes up tremen
dously,” Dollahite said "Student
just leave their animals at that time
and go back home."
San Luis Obispo has the highest
number of rabid animals of any
county in the state, said Dollahite.
He advised students to make sure
dogs are vaccinated and licensed.
“ If an animal even gets in any
contact with rabies, we have to

destroy it in order to protect the
people," said Dollahite.
About eight to 10 dogs have been
picked up at Cal Poly so far this
quarter, said Sharon Sutliff of the
Public Safety Dept on campus.
Most of the problem is from
students who bring their pefs to
campus and let them run free while
they are in class, she said
An animal control person, who is
a student, is hired lo walk around
Ihe campus for a few hours looking
out for strays, Sutliff said. Most of
the animals that do not have any
tag are picked up and kept in a
kennel on campus lor one day. II
an owner does not claim it by then,
it is taken to the San Luis Obispo
County Animal Control Center.
“ The chances are greater ihat
owners will call the county animal
control than us, so we like lo have
the dogs go there," Sutliff said
Sgt Steve Schroeder of campus
Public Safety said that an animal
control person was first hired at
C al Poly last year Problems with
dogs being brought to class, or leti
tied to cars, and dogs getting into
sheep units prompted the hiring ol
an animal control person.
Instructor Bill Jacobs, who is m
charge of the sheep unit, said that
the animal control person has
helped control strays bui there is
still a problem.
Dogs still get into the sheep unit
and kill the sheep, Jacobs said
Last week two sheep at the Serrano
unit were killed by dogs, he said
•“ Once dogs kill sheep, they
always return.” said Jacobs “ I his
time, we are ready for them."
Legally, dogs can be shot it ihey
are in any way harassing livestock,
said Assistant Director of the
Animal Regulation Center, Rich
Martin. For every sheep killed, ihe
school loses money. In the Serrano
unit, ewes are raised commercially
and are worth $100 each. The
average value of each sheep in the
other unit on campus is $600
According to law, if a dog kills
any sheep the owner is entitled to
2V5 times the worth of the animal.

Len said an elderly couple living
next to the fraternity, who she said
were ill, suffered increased health
problems because of the house
She said fraternity members
shout obscenities at her husband,
and have perched on the fraternity
roof, swearing about the neighbors
in the meddle of the night
“ They are totally out of line,"
said Lynn. “ They do not belong in
any neighborhood. They belong to
themselves where they can have a
blast."
Mrs. Lynn stressed that she is not
anti-young people. Currently, the
64-year-old woman boards six
students in her own home. She said
her boarders complain about the
noise as much as she does.
Mrs. Lynn said she loved her
home. She’s been boarding
students since World War II and
has never had a complaint to the
police about her renters' parties.
“ I’m not going to be chased out
by a bunch of idiots," said Lynn.
" I ’d like to see them moved—no, I
don’t think they'd be welcome in
any neighborhood—I’d like to see
them disbanded.”

Animals left to roam on campus often die a lonely death.

said Jacobs.
"We are very satisfied if we can
get the market value from
owners.”
In most cases, the dogs are not
licensed, and there is no other wav
to collect money for damages, said
Jacobs. The state does not insure
animals at Cal Poly .
He said most ol the sheep are
killed at night, or early morning,
when the unit isn't closely watched.
Die sheep unit holds over 400
sheep. Only sis sheep were killed
last veai, which Jacobs said was
oneot their best years.
"The killings happen in sscles,"
said Jacobs "It can be calm for sis
months, then something ’ can
happen and many sheep can be
killed at once
Throe sears ago, 42 sheep were
"upped up" by two dogs ui one
night, said lacobs.
\i the poultry unit, cals not dogs
cause problems. Student Candy
Krieic. wln> works at the unit, said
an average of three chickens per
month ate hurt by cals, krietc said
dogs wiir sometimes run un
derneath the chicken houses and
will excite the birds, but no
pits steal harm is done.
"Everything is enclosed so dogs
can't get ill.' she said "But cals
always seem to find a was "
Snas animals have come around
C al Poly science buildings because
ihey can sense the lab animals, said
Dr Roger (iambs, biology teacher
"We also have an outdoor
animal holding place lot injured
animals, such'as a hawk with a
broken wing," he said “ The dogs
try to gel in there since in a while."
“ Mans ol them die, but enough
sursise ss« we do have a resident
population.” he said
Cats are not much ol a problem
in hurling livestock, said Roest.
because they are small and mssre
afraid s<f people than dssgs are.
"Somehow, when dogs are set
tree from their master, they lend to
necoint independent and revert to
being wild." said Roest
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Letters

Economic lifesaver
The Federal Reserve Board has bravely extended a helping hand
into a deep pit to hoist the United States economy out o f a sinking
struggle on the foreign market.
The bump (one percent) of the prime interest rate to 14.5
percent will help slow down inflation and save a possible collapse
of the dollar value internationally.
The Fed’s move will help comfort a nation that has seen its
seemingly never-ending economic strength of the 1960’s all but be
destroyed by shockful combinations in the 1970’s.
There is no quick way to ease double-digit inflation, but
tightening credit by raising interest rates is the only way to combat
it if the public docs not want their wages and prices controlled.
By gripping lending rates tighter, the Fed hopes unemployment
in the U.S. will rise from 5.8 percent to eigth and by late 1980, up
to nine percent. The move will not project unemployment, as in
the 1974-75 recession, to 10 percent and price inflation to 14.
Instead, hard-nosing lending rates will slow down the nation’s
total output of goods and services will decline The declining
output will squeeze spending by consumers and producers and
companies will reduce hiring and in some cases, begin to lay off
workers.
With the depressing thought of unemployment though, the
slowing output should decline the demand for credit and interest
rates will begin to ease. Since the demand for goods should fall
(due to tighter household incomes), some companies will be
unable to increase prices so fast and inflation should pacify.
Wisely, the Fed increased the rates hoping to help the dollar in a
sagging moment. Unemployment is relatively low and the value of
our dollar is getting knocked around. It is a time to change and
discipline spenders from their spoiled habit of wanting and
borrowing. Gold is out of the picture and foreign investors are
gulping the precious metal to its advantage. Gold ounce value
dropped at first trading after the interest rates were increased, but
only temporarily. Last week hit a staggering high—over $440—
due to devaluation of the dollar.
With the Fed changes small business will suffer because it will
have difficulty receiving funds. The housing industry will decline
because of tighter borrowing rates. But to cooling inflation, an
economic slump is unavoidable. We can only tighten the belt and
work our way out of the dilemma, as we have done before.

Irish Republican Army
Editor:
This letter is in regard to the cartoon on
page two of the Thursday, Oct. 10 Mustang
Daily. That cartoon depicts two presumably
IRA (Irish Republican Army) gunmen. One
is randomly firing a submachine gun with a
“ let’s-see-how-many-people-we-can-bloody-up
-today” look on his face while the other
smaller gunman covers with a pistol from the
side. The larger one is saying to the smaller:
‘‘The pope mentioned something about
stopping the violence in Northern
Ireland...” to which the smaller one snaps,
“ So?”
This ignorant view of the Irish Republican
Army can be expected from someone who
has little knowledge of the real situation in
Ireland. The IRA has been taught by the
British, Irish Protestants and other invading
United Kingdom subjects who stole their
land that praying and passive resistance do
not accomplish a whole lot against an enemy
who is willing to kill or can hold without
formal charges for an indefinite amount of
time.
For the seven centuries preceding 1921 the
British massacred and raped the Irish and
parceled out their land. They gave it to
English, Welsh and Scottish Protestants.
The Catholics were not allowed to own land,
among other things, and were forced to rent
land from the now-wealthy Protestants.
Those who lived in the cities lived in slums
incomparable to anything found in Europe.
Both groups were stripped of any legal
rights.
vSjJki—
....../
It was out of this environment of hatred
that the Irish Republic Brotherhood arose.
When Ireland was given home rule in 1921
the brotherhood became an army. Ulster
counties, the northern six counties, declared
that they would remain loyal to the crown
and have become known as Northern
Ireland. The reunification of these six
counties with the rest of Irelandss the aim of
the IRA
The Protestants know they have no right
to be where they are so they have kept up a
systematic, unending effort of human rights
violations, gerrymandering and housing and
job prejudice, gritain would love to with
draw support from Northern Ireland, but

can’t do it without admitting that they are in
the wrong.
I strongly suggest that the cartoonist of the
Mustang Daily do a little research before he
takes it upon himself to portray a group who
has historically been on the receiveing end of
an attack as someone who does it as a sport
Although the IRA has little support in
Ireland it is supported by Irish Americans
who were forced to leave their homeland for
a decent life. Our opinion of the IRA should
not be disgust, but sympathy. Sympathy not
with their actions, but with the root of those
actions.
,
’Tis not the luck of the Irish, but the curse.
Sincerely,
Robin D. Lewis

‘Assumption’ challenged
Editors:
This letter is in response to the editorial
“ Blown Away,” on Oct. 2. My complaint is
about your lack of understanding the truth,
meaning, expression, i.e., the 1st Amend
ment.
You made a certain rhetorical question in
the publication of this article, “ Who wants
to know how to make a H bomb?” Well,
how do you know what people want? Are
you a judge of the peoples’ tastes? If so, by
what standards? Whether I personally want
to know how to make such a thing is
irrelevant, but your assumption that I don't
is not. You can’t possibly speak for
everyone.
A society as diverse as ours, pluralistic in
theory, cannot be easily interpreted. By your
statem ent, it would seem we’re a
homogenous culture, with similar "tastes."
My complaints are not directed against
your accusations of “ sensationalism,” or
"yellow journalism” by the California
Daily. These are your own views which
you're entitled to write on. But please don't
tell us what we want to read or don’t want to
read. It's all a matter of personal tastes, and
how can you possibly know mine?
Alan L. Novak

Brown neglectful of state in jaunts
Drought has again struck California. This
time it is lack of leadership, not rain, that
poses the problem.
Because Gov. Brown has been entertaining
possible political allies in Chicago now that
he has announced presidential ambitions,
California seems to have slipped into third
place among his priorities. Brown’s
numerous trips out of state have left us to the
mercy of an inexperienced Lt. Gov. Mike
Curb*
While talks to New Hampshire residents
about a balanced budget may be important,
he should be reminded of obligations to his
own state.
Busing disputes in Los Angeles,
Proposition 13 repercussions and judicial
vacancies are a few of the major issues
needing attention. Statewide labor disputes,
parental concern over education standards
also require the Governor’s intervention.
Brown’s procrastination complicates

already intricate problems, and casts the
state into legislative doldrums. Delays add to
discontent among voters, which is already at
an all-time low.
Brown’s trips are a direct contradiction of
his own crusades for “ lowered limits" in
government spending. Jetting to various
states and countries can hardly be
rationalized as in the best interest of
Californians.______

Author Jay Ailing la an Environmantal Biology major and
Mustang Dally co-adltor.
California can function without Brown,
but a state without a governor is like a hiker
without a map—neither has any bearings
It’s time to get the state back on a
productive path. The overwhelming majority
of voters who chose Brown in the 1978
election deserve a better return for their
trust.
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Larry Robinson

Lobbying for students
BY ANDREW JOWKRS
Daily Staff Wrltai

"Frankly, the weather’s
(he pits, but this is where the
is and the job’s great."
Thar is how Larry
Robinsdn, ASI president last
academic year, described his
new locale and position as
the California State Student
‘Association’s lobbyist in
Sacramento.
Robinson became the
CSSA lobbyist, or legislative
advocate, Aug. I, one month
after the A ssociation’s
twentieth anniversary. Since
then he has been trying to
influence state legislators’
views on bills designed to
affect students directly.

Larry Robinson

“ I ’ ve re c e iv e d
an become law. Other ac
education in Sacramento’s c o m p lis h m e n ts , w h a t
legislative process," he said, Robinson called “ incredible
speaking from his home vjctorips,” include:
Wednesday. He was ill in bed —lobbying successfully for
$1.67 million for disabled
and taking the day off.
"I wasn’t involved as student programs
much as I could or should —increasing scholarships
have been before—now it’s a and financial aid grants
—fighting Proposition 13
whole different scope.”
Comprised of the 18 cutbacks.
'Student body presidents in —saving or gaining for
the CSUp system and five CSUC students more than
full-time employees, the $266 million over a seven
CSSA represents more than year period.
Robinson said he has
300,000 students.
“ The student lobby is found his two years in the
effective,” said Robinson, Cal Poly student sen a te adding that in the last eight year as vice president, one as
years, no piece of legislation president—gave him good
Sm Robinson, pago 5
opposed by the CSSA has

Dance workshop in jazz and ballet set for this weekend
BY DEBORAH TUCKER

workshops and will be
teaching beginning and
' Orchesis, Cal P oly’s advanced classes in jazz and
performing dance club, will ballet. Ms. Peters is currently
fe a tu re a w ell-know n an instructor for the
choreographer and instructor University of California at
in its dance workshop to be Santa Barbara. She is trained
given Friday and Saturday, in ballet, jdzz and modern
October 12 and 13.
dance and is a choreographer
Sheila Peters will be guest
and performer for the Santa
i n s t r u c t o r fo r th e s e
Barbara C horeographers
Collaboration.
The Workshops give
students who cannot get into
regularly scheduled dance
classes a chance to par
ticipate.
Mrs. Moon Ja Minn
advisor to Orchesis which
SAN FRANCISCO (AP)—A began in 1973, said she has
“ prorfnergy g rassro o ts" seen a resurgence of interest
group with sis members, in dancing recently.
"I can see changes in the
funded by Pacific Gas &
Electric Co., is organizing interest of dance. So many
support for the immediate people want to 'earn to
opening of the Diablo dance. Each quarter I turn
down about 30 people each
Canyon nuclear power plant.
The announcement came class," she said.
In her classes and in
at a news conference
Wednesday, where five club, Mrs. Suhr likes to
Citizens
for
Adequate expose her students to as
Energy answered questions many forms of dance as
about the small but in possible
"I like to give as much
flu e n tia l o rg a n iz a tio n ,
financed by $20,000 from knowledge of as many forms
of dance as I can; ethnic,
PGAE
"California is thirsty for ballroom, folk, ballet, jazz
energy," said co-chairman and modern. I do this so that
Fred Heringer, president o t we can become more
broadened. I hate to see
the California Farm Bureau.
“ Diablo Canyon is just people limited in dancing,”
sitting there. Why don’t we Suhr said.
Suhr noted that there is
use it? The New Melones
Dam js just silting there. one common element among
the students.
Why don’t we use it?”
"They arg all here’ to
Attending with Heringer
were Robert M onagan, produce dance. They arc all
president of the California anxious to work and im
Manufacturers’ Association; prove," said Suhr.
She said not only will
Evelyn
K a p lan ,
past
president, league of Women students benefit through the
Voters; Albin J. Gruhn, different workshops to be
president. California Labor offered later in the year
Federation; and Michael R. through working with several
Peevey, president, California different instructors, but
Council for Environmental (hey will also benefit from
the all-around physical
and Economic Balance.
Co-chairmen gf the group exercise that dance offers.
"We want to help people
are Moiyigan, Heringer.
Mrs. Kaplan, Peevey John F. become sound, healthy and
H e n n in g ,
e x e c u tiv e more beautifully wettsecretary, California Laobr b alan ced th ro u g h the
Federation and Professor discipline of dance,” Mrs.
Marvin Goldman of the Suhr said.
Ms. Peters has studied
University of Califomiawith the New York School of
Davis.
Dally Staff Wrttar

Ballet, the American School
of Ballet and the Cambridge
School of Ballet. In 1974 she
was the Director of In
dependent Choreographers
and Composers, which is a
Massachusetts-based organ
ization.
The workshops are open to
any Cal Poly student. The
first workshop will be held

on Friday, October 12 from
4:30 to 6:00 p.m. and will be
beginning ballet class. From
6:30 until 8:00 p.m. the class
will be a beginning jazz class.
On Saturday, October 13 at
9:00 through 10:30 a.m.
there will be an advanced
jazz class. Tickets must be
purchased by October 12 and
a re a v a ila b le ip the

University Union at the ticket
office for S3 per class.
The workshops are in
tended to “ spread dance a
little more through Cal
Poly,” according to Orchesis
Publicity Chairman Lisa
Munguia.
The word “ Orchesis” is
Greek in origin and means,
"the act of dancina.” The

club is nationwide in colleges
and universities.
The Cal Poly group is not
only a dub, but its members
must also be enrolled in P.E.
383, which is a class in
choreography. The club puts
on several dance programs
and workshops throughout

PG&E hires
group to
plug Diablo

Orchesis dancers perform a Korean dance during
last year's sell-out production in February. The

group puts on a show for Cal Poly once annually.

Cancer a disease of aging and maturity
says noted biologist in repent speech
BY JILL
HENDRICKSON
Oattf Slat! D M *

The more scientists learn
about aging, the more they
will
understand
about
cancer. .
D r. C h a rle s D aniel
presented this theory in a
speech .Wednesday night
sponsored by the biological
science department.
“ By and large, cancer is a

disease of maturity,” said
Daniel, who earned his
doctorate in cancer ceil
research at Berkeley. He now
teaches biology at the
University of California at
Santa Cruz.
People arc living longer,
and most communicable
diseases are now preventable.
So cancer is on the upswing
as a cause of death, he said.
The limitations of life

coinicidc with the life-span
o f cells, and human ceils
double their populations only
about 100 times.
“ There virtually are no
exceptions to this," he said.
"The only way to escape is to
change the cells to malignant
cells. Isn't that wild?”
Daniel challenged the
importance of environmental
factors in causing cancer.
"Cancer has always been

around, even before asbestos
dust in hairdryers," he said.
‘We mustn’t get completely
carried away with en
vironmental carcinogens."
Many carcinogens may
come from natural origins.
"Ju st because it’s found in
nature doesn’t mean it’s not
carcinogenic. Plants are
filled with exotic chemicals
which can be modified by the
liver into carcinogens."

JOSTEN'S RING DAY
OCTOBER 12
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625 cones a dav

Campus ice cream hot
BV MARY ANN
/ GILPATRICK
Daily suit WriUr
I scream, you scream, we
all scream for ice Greenl
and all at the same time.
At least that’s what it
seems like to Ice Cream
Parlor employee Jeanette
Mosher when lines of sweet
craving students que up all
the the way out the door
during activity hour. '
She said most students
“ scream ”
for German
chocolate cake ice cream, a
flavor that outsells the others
four to one. Mosher said the
store sells about 60 gallons of
ice cream a day, and IS of
those gallons are German
chocolate cake.
Ice cream is scooped into
about 525 sugar cones and
100 plain cones each day.
M osher said crowds
usually increase right after
each hour, Tuesdays and
Thursdays at 11 a.m. and
strangely, on rainy days. She
said students are forced to
stay indoors when it rains
and are likely to drop by the

Ice Cream Parlor. Students
Overall, she said, she has
seem to prefer soft drinks on enjoyed her work.
really hot days so, Mosher
said, her business slackens p .-“ Most people who come in
arc in a good mood because
then.
ice cream is a happy thing,’’
People come in day after said Mosher. ,
j
-a
'■*
day, ordering the same thing, ’ .
She
said
she
thinks
Cal
according to Mosher. She
said she was surprised at how Poly’s ice cream is the best
many people repeatedly quality product for the price
choose chocolate or vanilla in San Luis Obispo. She said
shakes when they could select she orders the sweet stuff
from Certified Grocers,
one of 19 other flavors.
which makes the ice cream
But occassionaly she’ll get from a mix produced by
a strange order, like the one Carnatjon. Mosher said she
she got about three times a purchased ice cream from the
week for a whole quarter—a Cal Poly dairy in the past,
ro o t beer m alt w ith but because of inconsistency
strawberry, banana and a she had to stop buying it.
cherry. When orders like that
While most students
come in. “ You make it and
smile and say, ‘here you satiate their sweet tooth with
go!* *’ even though it sounds ice cream, candy and nuts
contribute about $70 to the
nauseating, Mosher said.
$350-a-day income of the
i
'
A six-year veteran of Food store.
Services, Mosher does the
hiring, firing and supervising
at the Ice Cream Parlor. She
said she has enjoyed working
BY DEBBIE WARREN
with
students
because
o«a>auw wiwi
“ they’re a good crowd.’* ~

Hr
Working behind the counter in the
U.U. Ice Cream Parlor, Anne Murphy
scoops out one of the 625 cones

‘Our Town’ actors humanize roles
“ There is no limit to what
we will do if we want do a
good job," said the coach to
conclude his speech.

COME WORSHIP WITH US —
THEN LET'S DISCUSS.

The pep talk wasn’t given
to a football team but to the
20-member cast of Our
Town.

F A IT H B A P T IS T

251 Sandercock
9:45 AM Sunday
11:00 Sunday School
6:00 PM

The group is in its second
week of rehearsal with four
and a half weeks to go before
showtime. What drives these
people to practice seven days
a week, four hours a day?

Jud Casjens, Minister

Oral Health
Education
Dental X-Rays and
More
t

“ A desire for excellence,”
said play Director Dr.
Michael Malkin.
That does not necessarily
mean they will achieve ex
cellence, Malkin said, bill it
is one of the major reasons
he does not have to deal with
cast members skipping
rehearsals.
The Pulitzer Prize-winning
play by Thornton Wilder is
scheduled to run November
15, 16, and 17 at 8:00 pm in
the Cal Poly Theatre.
“ It’s a play I’ve always
wanted to do,” Malkin said.
“ It’s a charming, warm,
funny, and serious play and
it well deserved the Pulitzer
Prize it got.”
*
O ur Town will be
presented in its original and
most popular form as when it
was presented in 1938 at

Henry Miller’s Theatre in
New York, said Malkin.
There will be only skeletal
scenery, which means the
play will appeal to the
audience’s imagination.
The setting of the play is
G rover’s C orners, New
Hampshire, a small com
munity just across the border
from Massachusetts, Malkin
said.
At a rehearsal, everything
was quiet except for the
squeaky floor as Larry
Seaton, a senior in Natural
Resource
M anagement,
practiced for his role as Stage
Manager.
“ Humanize everything,”
Malkin yelled out.
He settled back in his
chair, loudly popping his
gum, as he concentrated on
Seaton’s word pronun-

->
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No Charge With

W e Do Body Work
•all makes A models
•m aintenance - restoration
•fine tune-ups

HEALTH CARD
Available
now through _
October 12
*

served there each day. The Foun
dation-run parlor made over $66,000
during the 1978-79 academic year.

Healthy Living

A. Chiropractic Center
Natural Health Care

taf

c» 541-2090

M l B Pacific SI San Luis Ohapo
.M i «*i

O Mark Sctw cterDC

XEROX

r

$18. Fall Quarter
$54. Academic Year
At the
HEALTH CENTER

Where an

Check w ith your college placement office for
and schedules. Then talk to our campus representative.

XEROX.
Xrro« n «n ■ftnnnin x n o r emptoytt (nub Iraulr)
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datum.

The natives of Grover’s
Corner are supposed to speak
with a heavy accent. Seaton
lost the accent for one word
“ lie.”
. “ It’s sort of like Moses’
sin," Malkin explained to the
cast. “ When you drop
character for only one word
it shows.”
Seaton continued. Malkin
interrupted as the Stage
Manager was telling the
audience about the town's
grocery store.
Every word must be acted
out, Malkin said. He asked
Seaton what he thought of
when picturing an old small
town grocery store.
“ Have you ever been in
Muzio’s?” he asked. ‘‘What
do you remember about
Muzio’s?”
“ Yeah,” Seaton replied as
he thought back to the last
time he was in the store, “ the
smell.”
“ Okay,” Malkin said “ Let
your audience know.”
While the Stage Manager
was speaking other cast
members wet,e pantomiming
in the background. The real
stage manager and assistant
director, Margie Kelley,
stopped the action. The
actors were having difficulty
miming the act of going
through a door. Kelley, a
s e n io r
sp e e c h
coin
munications major, sent
everyone down the hall to
practice on a real door I he
group was gone for JO
minutes.
While the others were gone
Seaton went back to his role
Malkin stopped him at the
end of a phrase.
“ Okay, this is just the first
time you’ve said Doc Gibbs
and I really believe that you
love the man.” he com
plimented the actor. “ I like
that.”
Rehearsals are not all
seriousness and hard work
Karen Brosi, a graduate of
the mathematics departm
mem, and Julie Harders, a
sophomore in broadcast
journalism, were practicing
for their roles as Mrs. Webb
and Mrs. Gibb. The girls
could not seem to get it
together and exploded into
fits of laughter. Both appologized and tried again.
After t few minutes of hard
coneentrationn both were
back in character.
Malkin said about 65
people showed up to audition
for Our Town.
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School, health improved through TM, says student
BY LOREN
SCHNEIDERMAN

but since I started TM the
ulcers just went away.” '
DaHyStott WrHw
Results like this are
By p ra c tic in g t r a n  common for meditators but
scendental meditation 40 the effects do not stop there.
minutes every day, Doug He said documented reports
Brantley said, he was able to from universities and in
eliminate Nncers that had stitutes say meditation is an
pestered him for nine years, effective way to release
and his performance in tension and slow down the
school improved.
human metabolic rate, in
The Cal Poly economics turn having a dirct effect on
graduate has been practicing the central nervous system.
meditation for four and oneDoug said that many
half years and during that people drink alcohol or
time, he. said, he went smoke marijuana to release
through changes that are tension, but he .thinks these
hard to describe.
clog up the body which
"I used to be a very makes the release of tension
nervous person,” he said. “ 1 much harder.
used to have stomach ulcers
“ To smoke a joint at night
that could have killed me, and watch Johnny Carson

Robinson
From p9Q B 3
experience for battling
th ro u g h
S a c ra m e n to 's
legislative process. Being a
, v' disc jockey with KCPR and
a member of the debate team
for four years' tuned his
ability to communicate and
*
reason with legislators, he
4 said.
“ We h a v e to use
reasoning—not favors or
free lunches,” he said.
This approach works when
^lobbying legislators “ who
are there because they care
about issues and social
questions. We don't get to
ones concerned with moving
up the political ladder.”
R o b in so n said th a t
competing against wellfinanced lobbying concerns,
such as the real estate in
dustry has advantages. The
CSSA’s “ austere” image
implies a sincerity possibly
lacking in other lobbyists.
“ They (the legislators)
know we're not in it for the
money,” Robinson said.
He nets S7S0 a month.
Another advantage for the
• student lobby is the CSSA’s
large constituency.
“ We represent 300,000
votes, and the ability to
mobilize them,” he said.
“ Sometimes that makes all
the difference in the world.”
But stu d e n t a p a th y
hampers the CSSA’s power
-to garner support and present
its constituency as a solid
unit Robinson said. Ap
plying Tom Wolf’s phrase,
“ the 'm e' decade,” to
students of the '70s,
Robinson deplored the
present lack of social con
sciousness so prevalent in the
'60s.
Robinson blamed disin
terested students and their
unwillingness to confront
issues for his defeat in San

Luis Obispo’s City Council
elections last March. He said
he felt a higli student turn
out at the polls would have
moved him from bottom
place in the vote tally. One of
his hopes, he said, is that a
Cal Poly student will again
run for public office in San
Luis Obispo.
( “ Students arc their own
worsf enemies. They don’t
give a damn anymore. They
should develop a holistic
attitude toward the political
environm ent,” Robinson
said.
As well as fighting student
apathy, the CSSA must
combat the prevailing anti
student feeling in the
Assembly
and
Senate.
Robinson said that some
le g isla to rs
prev io u sly
Sympathetic to student causes
can no longer be counted on
for support. For example,
the passage of bill AB 224,
designed to end a hndlord’s
option to refuse to rent to
students, is far from certain,
he said. Even assemblymen
Ken Maddy and Robert
Wilson, who have California
State University, Fresno, and
San Diego State University in
their districts, are un
characteristically against the
bill. Still less student
oriented, said Robinson, is
Robert Nimo, San Luis
Obispo’s representative,
“ We’re trying like hell to
convince them that this is the
most important student bill
to hit the floor in a long
time,” said Robinson. He
said that AB 224 is the
CSSA’s top legislative
priority outside of lessening
the blow of Proposition 13.
AB 703, allowing students to
co llec t
unem ploym ent
benefits if they have a
substantial history of parttime work, and AB 1331,
which would permit a student

with a package of Oreos meditation centers all over of purity. The Siddha does exercise is more like hopping
would really set me back a the world.
not levitate for the sake of it, in the cross-legged position,
Being able to levitate is
The mantra, or chant, is but rather to reach the level
couple of years,” he said.
Doug said he practices TM given to a student by an of purity needed to do it, hard to believe for most
people, Doug said, but you
for 20 minutes in the mor experienced teacher and is ,Doug said.
ning and another 20 minutes repeated countless times
“ To be able to levitate, the must take it in a cultural
at night before going to bed. during a meditation session. Siddha must be in perfect perspective.
This routine is so simple it Doug has had the same harmony with all the laws of
Doug said most people
becomes a part of life, he mantra for four and a half nature,” he said. “ Levitating who try meditation never
years. Because of tradition is not the goal.”
said.
reach the level of purity
Doug said levitators do not needed to levitate," but any
“ The TM technique is so he cannot reveal it to anyone.
A m antra should be hover above the ground as stage of meditation will lead
utterly simple that many
people
m isinterpret
it repeated many times until it most people imagine. In to some unexpected result.
because of its simplicity,” he becomes a familiar inward stead, they lift off the ground
“ We spend all our lives in
' sound. Doug said that during through concentration. They these bodies," he said. “ We
said.
The TM system of his m editation he has hit an unpure thought which might as well find out what is
m e d ita tio n
is
an thoughts that interrrupt his causes them to fall. The inside.”
Americanized package of the m antra, - but they are
Hindu Mantm Yoga, or discarded and the mantra
sound chanting. It was made resumed.
Reaching the ultimate
popular by thf Maharishi
Mahesh Yogi, who now has source of thought, Doug
said, is a state of “ perfect
enlightenment” which is not
describable, just experienced.
vote in the choice of the
TM has no high pressure
Board o f Trustees—the sales pitch, Doug said. He
Specializing In:
CSUC’s governing b o d y - says that those who want to
Metalchrome - Prismatic Color Process
are two other bills the CSSA meditate will and those who
In The Mortensen Manner
is supporting.
do not will not.
Robinson said that the
“ I am really sold on it,”
\
„ ' It •
CSSA tries to kill a bill it he said.
Personalized
Instruction
opposes as quickly as
Doug is working on an
possible, usually in a finance a d v a n c e d
m e d ita tio n
or policy committee. If a bill p r o g r a m .
A dvanced
has reached and is being techniques can result in being
Cordially Invites You To Our
discussed on the floor, able to levitate. These
Open House
different tactics are used. To abilities are called Siddhis, or
lobby on a bill at this stage, a advanced powers.
October 13th & 14th
lobbyist must give his
“ You have to talk about
10 a.m. - 4 p.m.
b u sin ess ca rd to the this on a very base level,” he
Legislature’s Sergeant at said, “ or else it sounds
Arms; he gives the card to the crazy.”
Willard I). Bailey
608 Twelfth Street
appropriate legislator who
To be able to levitate,
238 - 5947
then decides if he wants to Doug said, the Siddha—a
Paso Robles, Ca
talk.
person
with
advanced
powers—must reach a level
>i!
* r‘'I
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Dairy judging team takes second
Cal Poly’s dairy cattle
judging team was picked
second-best in the nation
over teams from 40 other
schools Oct. 3 at the World
D a iry E x p o s itio n in
Madison, Wisconsin.
Fred Deniere, Pat Mad
dox, Lisa Johnson and
substitute Chris Dei flew to
Madison to compete for
trophies and prizes. They
spent three days prior to the
contest visiting Wisconsin
dairy farms. The Dairy Club
and dairy science department
paid for the trip.
Each dairy science student
is allowed to enter such
c o n tests
th ree
tim es
throughout their college
career.
Students appraised five
different breeds of (fairy
cows and heifers, judging for

sound animals that looked
like good milk producers.
Their opinions do affect the
cash value of the dairy cow.
Cal Poly was first in
Guernsey judging, second in
Holsteins and tenth in Jersey
breeds.
*
Leslie Ferreria of the dairy
science department said the
first place team was from
Virginia Polytechnic In
stitute, an agriculture and
engineering school similar to
Cal Poly. In a previous
contest this summmer. Cal
Poly placed first with V.P.I.
second.
Sunday, Oct. 14 another
Cal Poly dairy judging team
will compete at the Western
National Dairy Show in
F resn o . A ccording to
Ferreria, “ The best cows on
the west coast will be there.”

A pply:

Sail from Los Angeles, February S, 1980, and from Seattle,
September3,1980, to the O rien t, Southeast A sia , In d ia, Egypt
(S u es C anal) and th e M editerranean.
*.
7
.
r
E arn a full sem ester of credit. Sponsored by th e U niversity of Colorado at
Boulder Participation open to qualified students from all accredited ooLlagee and uni
varsities. Semester at Sea admits students without regard to oolor, race or creed
More than 00 university courses - with in-port and voyage related em phasis Faculty
are from leading universities Visiting area experts
T o t firee color brochure, call or write: Semester at Sea, UMC 336B, University of Colo
redo, Boulder 80309 Telephone to ll fires-(8 0 0 ) 884-0188 (except Colorado and
California),(714)881-6770(Callfomla ),(303) 492-5362(Colorado)The S. 8. Universe
is hilly air-conditioned, 18,000 tons, registered In Liberia and built In America
;•»:
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E ntertainm ent
The play Sherlock
Holmes will open the
79*80 season at the
Pacific Conservatory of
the Performing Arts in
Santa Maria. The part
of Holmes will be
played by professional
actor Byron Jennings
(pictured above).
Jennings is featured
as a violin-playing,
cocaine-syringing hero
of
th e
c o m e d y / m e lo d ra m a
which will run until
November 3rd. The
production will open on
October 25 and will be
guest
directed
by
Leslie Eberhard.
Eberhard has just *
finished writing and
directing a one-woman
show
fo r
th e
com edienne
Nancy
Walker in New York
City.
For
ticket
in
formation phone 9228313.

Concert Scene
by Jay Blrks
10/12

v

10/12
10/12
10/12
10/12

'

10/12-10/13
10/13
10/13
10/13
10/18-10/20
10/18

10/19
10/2*
MV20
10/28
11/1-11/4
ri/4
»1/5 _ _
11/7
11/11

11/13
11/18
11/18
11/19

Waylon Jennings at Oakland Coliseum
DelanieA Bonnie at the Forum
Glen Campbell at the Forum
J. J. Cale at Santa Monica Civic
Johnny Paycheck at Forum
Don McLean at the Roxy
Dave Mason at U.C.L.A.
Donna Summer at Hollywood Bowl
Emmylou Harris at Forum
Rita Coolidge at the Roxy
Maria Muldaur at the CENTRAL COAST THEATER
Sammy Hager at Oakland Coliseum
Graham Nash at Ventura Areaa
Sammy Hager at ALLAN HANCOCK J .C.
Ramone* at U.C.L.A.
Hail & Oates at the Rosy
Merle Haggard/Marty Robbins at Oakland Coliseum
Little River Band at Anaheim Convention Center
Kiss at iheForum
Charlie Pride at the Circle Star Theatre
Jethro Tull at Long Beach Arena
Anne Murray at Circle Star Theatre
Jethro Tull at Oakland Coliseum
Earth, Wind and Fire at Forum

Rumors File: The Knack Coming to Cal Poly?
Nick Gilder Coming to The Central Coast Theatre?
Asleep At the Wheel to The Central Coast Theatre?

r

\

.
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Animation set for
Cuesta College

REWARDS
The proverbial pot of gold ,.rt...........
tie rampow signifies sometruna a.^••r.
ea ch one of us dreams and fa' ‘
enrichment of all Kinds
realifv if you re able to meet'h,- ;
you ve set out to achiev.

:■

Without a doubt you v*.- worked ’ j- :
a c a d e m ic world Now 'ha* , u
i
sot some career goals for yourso'* it s
essential to find an environment whic *
enhan. ce you' personal c
*rovvtr")
A* Sign etics we i‘ reward
pot of (}Old
rapid unlirr
mpnt olOSOd on porformc
bureaucratic systems
if *hats what you want yo
A c re 5■etting the p a c e to
semiccinductor industry

' y ;u '• io . 1*‘ graduate with a
•v ir mas*- '*s degree in electr;c a or hemic : engineering physics
-tailurg, or electronics or industrial
'• chnoicgv .ve encourage you to

Friday, Oct. 26.1979
«vo ;i \r* '.Mfh » 3U aDouf opp*~nunf«es
:n product fos* process a n ^
*.
*,f 3ir>'onn : and qualiv ar. : r^*v
jssur
»* ami give yi „j so*riie .
•rHj ro o so n s for rT’Qkin- ; ’*>0 IbCb '1
*e
s' am p a n , *h.‘ right choice for your
r>nsa'ding areer
b.e -n - •>■m* rmotion please visit your
Ptacemer *Office or «vrite to Signefics
Professional Staffing Opportunity CP 811
Eos* Araues Avenue Sunnyvale C A 94086
Permanent residency visa required We
are an equal opportunity employer m f

The G ood People C o m p a n y

signctics

Bored of the ol’ everyday?
Want to escapcHo the world
of the fantastic? Well it’s
possible this weekend at the
Cuesta College Auditorium
as
M ello w
M annor
Promotion in association
with Greenpeace presents the
1979 Festivalof Animation.
With 16 films ranging
from the classic Superman,
to the surrealism of Pink
Floyd's French Windows, the
festival is a unique ex
perience
featuring
the
contemporary art form of
animation.
Also included In the
program are Cat Steven’s
M oonshadow ,
L en n y
Bruce's, Thank You Masked
Man and the Academy
Award
winner Special
Delivery by Eunice Macauley
and John Weldon.
There will be four
showings of the films: one

tonight at 8:00 p.m., one
Saturday night at 8:00 p.m.
and two on Sunday at 2:00
and 8:00 p.m.
The festival will be located
in the auditorium on the old
campus of Cuesta College
and the promoters remind
film-goers to plan to come
one-half hour before show
time to insure good seating.
Tickets may be purchased
at the box office one hour
prior to each performance,
or in advance at Cheap
Thrills Records at all
locations.
Many original animation
cel drawings and actual
models used in the 1978-79
Academy Award winners
Sandcasile and Special
Delivery also will be
displayed in the theater's
lobby.
For further information or
directions, call 544-2943.

Anti-nukes plan
rally in Baywood
Diablo Canyon opponents, Band and speakers. Dr
the Seaside Alliance, will be Larry Newman from the
sponsoring both an anti Concerned Physicians group.
nuclear rally and a "Three Ralph Vrana, a former Poly
Mile Island R un" this professor and attorney Walt
Sunday in Baywood Park in Leighton who will discuss the
conjunction with the grand Price Anderson Act.
opening of their Nuclear
Also mentioned as at
Information Center.
tending will be Robert Blake
The Three Mile Island Run of the TV series “ Baretta."
is a three mile race in honor
The Seaside Alliance will
of the Three Mile Island
Nuclear Plant and begins at also be sponsoring bake and
11:00 a.m. in. front of the rummage sales with dam
center which is located at chowder and salad being
1397 Second St. in Baywood provided by Jonah's Food
Park (right next to Nar- from the Sea.
donnes). The cost to run is
The Alliance is reminding
S2, or $6 with a sourvenir T- persons interested in running
shirt.
to sign-up early and more
The anti-nuclear rally will information can be obtained
begin at 10 a m. and will by calling 528-3300 or 528
feature music from the Live 7100.
SACRAMENTO (AP)—
Utility bills are a few cents
higher each month in
California to help support
the state Energy Com
mission.

The state Board of
Equalization noted Monday
that the state utility sur
charge was increased last
month from .010 to -015
cents per killowat-hour.
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Entertainment
Jazzman to play Pismo
The jazzman cometh.
Tom Scott, one of the
leading names in con
temporary music and special
guest Wild Blue Yonder will
appear in concert at the
Central Coast Theater
Sunday, October 2 1st.
Having recorded with the
likes of Joni Mitchell, Steely
Dan, Joan Baez, George
Harrison, Paul McCartney
and Carole King, Scott is
known as one of the most
demanded studio musicians
in Los Angeles.

.

.

1.

Touring to promote his
first album for Columbia
Records, Intimate Strangers,
Scott at age 30, has done
more than a lot of musicians
manage to accomplish in a
lifetime.
W hat sets In tim a te
Strangers apart from Scott’s
previous two albums is the
first side—a three-part, six
song suite which gives the
album its title. It’s designed
to musically tell the story of a
brief affair between a certain
unnamed saxophonist on the
road and a young woman.
’’Each song can stand as a
separate entity, but I think it
enhances your appreciation

if you know the story,” Tom
said. “ The main thing I tried
to do on this album is create
a mood. When all is said and
done, that’s what still lives in
the mind of the listener, not
hip chord changes or great
technique.’’

But more than ahythjng
he’s written, Scott's best
work to date has been his fine
sax signature on a number of
hit albums. Scott can be
heard on Joni Mitchell’s For
the Roses, Court and
Spark and Miles o f Ailes
Paul McCartney’s, Listen to
What the Man Said, Steely
Dan’s Aja and Joan Baez’s.
Bio win' Away.

Scott has also written
numerous movie and TV
scores and arranged and
produced albums for a wide
Clearly, Scott has covered
variety of artists. Among his a lot of musical bases in a
movie credits are the jazz short time, and he said he is a
interpretations of the scores long way from being
of Hair and Paint Your finished.
Wagon. In 1969 Scott
composed his first TV score
“ I’m delighted," he said,
for Dan August and then
that there seems to be a
went on to write music for change in popular music and
Cannon, Cade’s Country, the popular audience’s tastes.
Barnaby Jones, The Streets
Everybody seems less
o f San Francisco, Baretta,
concerned with categories
Starsky A Hutch and the
and special boxes of in
novel-for-television Aspen.
strumental music. No form
of music is an inherent
roadblock to commercial
His first movie score was success. I look forward to
The
Culpepper
Cattle experimenting with new
Company in 1972 and others forms without losing touch
include Uptown Saturday with my audience." _*
Sight, The Sine Lives o f
Tickets for Tom Scott are
Fritz the Cat, Conquest o f
the Planet o f the Apes, and priced at $6.00 in advance
The Sidecar Boys. His most and $7.00 at the door and are
recent writing has been for available at all regular
the
series
B a ttlesta r outlets. Scott will kppear in
two shows at 7 and 10 p.m.
Galactica.

Saxophonist Tom Scott will be
appearing at the Central Coast
Theater Sunday, October 21 in two
shows at 7 and 10 p.m. Tickets are
priced at $6 in advance and $7 at the

door and are available at all regular
outlets. Scott is touring to promote
his new album on Columbia
Records, Intim ate Strangers.

ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING^ COMPUTER SCIENCE ft M ATH SPECIALISTS
HELP US DEVELOP ...

Album review

Tull’s new album: excellent
BY THE SHERIFF
The master, Ian Anderson,
has created another work of
art, Storm watch (Chr 1238).
The legendary Jethro Tull,
fresh off a national tour in
support of the live album.
Bursting Out, has crafted a
followup album, that just
might become another
“ Aqualung.”
From the album jacket
design, which in itself makes
the album worth buying, to
the last strains of side two.
Storm watch is one of the
finest albums to hit the
charts in years.
Time has been good to lead
singer Ian Anderson. His
voice still rings with the same
clear, strong tones that have
become his trademark.
His abilities with the flute
much in abundance, An
derson still plays with
abandon, and alternates
singing with his smooth style.
Anderson's acoustic guitar
work is also flawless.
Martin Barre, the wizard
of the electric guitar, is again
in top form. Barre exhibits
some fine work on the
mandolin and classical
guitar, as well.

If you’ve ever seen
drummer Barricmore Barlow
perfor in concert, you will
know that he does not merely
play his instruments, he
attacks them. He is to Tull,
what the late Keith Moon
was to the Who.
The central thread to
Jethro Tull is David Palmer.
It is Palmer who arranges all
the orchestral segments, and,
along with his synthesizers
portative organ, provides the
final link that separates a
good band, and a masterful
baijd.

Side one of Stormwatch begins with a song
called Sorth Sea Oil. It is the
story of inflatjon, the high
price of foreign oil and
nuclear power.
"Riggers rig and diggers
dig their shallow grave but
we’ll be saved and what we
crave is Sorth Sea Oil. ”
Another song, Orion,
could very well be released as
a single. AS day turns into
night, faithful Orion shines
its lights, guarding the world
it sees. Look for this tunc to
do well on the charts.
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We deliver to home or dorm
This week featuring the

i

SUPER SANDWICH SUPPER

j

a g ia n t lo a f o f w h e a t, r y e
o r w h i t e w i t h c h o ic e o f fillin g s :
r o a s t, h a m , a v o c a d o o r c h e e s e .
U n b e lie v a b ly b ig , i n c r e d ib ly g o o d !
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Tomorrow's Todmolosnf# Toddy
If YOU
A H ABOUT
TO GRADUATE
with a decree in
Electrical Engineering,
Computer Science, or
Applied Mathematic* and
arc looking tor a position
providing career opportunities
and the ehauen$e o 1
tomorrow's technology,
we invite you to consider
a career with GTE Sylvania
Systems Group on the
beautiful San Francisco Peninsula

SOFTWARE
ENGINEERING
Design and develop real
time software systems utilizing
high level programming languages
(PASCAL, FO u t r a n CMS-9 and PL 1)
and software for microprocessor
and minicomputer-controlled real-time
systems

GTE Sylvania. the state-of
the art division of a state-ofthe-art corporation, is a leader m
the development and manufacture of
computer-based systems. These arc
real-time Interactive systems dedicated
to acquiring and processing electro magnetic '
signals The functions of these systems are
distributed across multiple processors and
arc interfaced to sophisticated devices such as
smart terminals, receivers, recorders and
transmitters

O n m -.ln m T h u rs thru Su n d n v

Upon joining our complete systems or sanitation
you will participate m design and development
efforts m the following areas

6 a m - 9 a m F rid a y th r u S u n d a y

SYSTEMS ENGINEERING

544-4494

•

•

Perform parameter estimation, statistical signal
processing and pattern recognition to insure the
performance of signal collection and information
processing functions

MICROPROCESSOR
ENGINEERING
Des»$n real time microprocessor signal
analysis and control equipment

RF ft MICROWAVE
ENGINEERING
Develop specifications for microwave and
receiver subsystems, linear if amplifiers,
video amplifiers, detection circuitry and receiver
control circuits.

ELECTROOPTICS
ENGINEERING
Conceive, design, develop and test optics products
for scientific applications and optical tracking and
ranging systems

CO M E G R O W W ITH U S

ASI Films presents the..t -

Pink Panther Festival
(final night ! ! !)
FRIDAY, OCTOBER 12

If you are ready to begin your career in a dynamic and expanding environment, look to GTE
Sylvania Systems G roup for an excellent salary and generous benefits package

We will be interviewing on campus
Tuesday, October 16
i

The Pink
Panther
Strikes
Again

(o h f/

7:00 pm
place: Chuvash Auditorium

Revenge
o f the
Pink
Panther
9:15 pm
price: $ 1 .0 0

Come talk with us Please call your Placement Center for details If unable to meet with us on
campus, please foi ward letter of inquiry to College Relations Coordinator, GTE Sylvania, P.O.
Box 1M , Mountain View, California 94048. GTE Sylvania is an equal opportunity employer,
minorities and females encouraged to apply U S citizenship required

SYU/AIMIA
WESTERN DIVISION
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Court opens labor camps
ABINGDON, Va. (AP)—
A southwest Virginia farm
company has agreed to a
court decree that allows a
private, federally funded
organization to visit farm
labor camps on its orchards.
The
decree
removes
Bonham Bros. Orchards
from a suit Hied by the
Migrant and Seasonal Farm
Workers Association, Inc.

It says the orchard owners
“ shall not interfere in any
way” with the association’s
right “ to have free ingress
and egress to the farm labor
camps. . . during reasonable
non-working
hours or
o th erw ise in case o f
emergency.”
The association agreed not
to “ actively encourage any
farm worker to leave his or
her employment.

Kidnap demands can’t be met
FULLERTON (AP>—Some of the demands required
for release of two Beckman
employees kidnapped three
weeks ago in El Salvador
may be impossible to meet, a
company spokesman said
today, but the company has
tried to fulfill the conditions
“ as specifically as we can.”
A group called the
R evolutionary Party of
Central American Workers,
w h ic h
has
c la im e d
responsibility for the kid

nappings, told the company
to place two-page ad 
vertisements stating the goals
of the revolutionary group in
several newspapers in the
U.S., Europe and Central
America.
B u t th e tw o U .S .
newspapers which carried the
advertisements Wednesday
were unable to print them in
the three colors requested by
th e
k id n a p p e rs,
said
Beckman spokesman Bill
Gregory.

Newsline
Boyle sentenced in murder
MEDIA, Pa. ( A P I Form er Mine W orkers
president W.A. “ Tony”
Boyle was sentenced to three
consecutive life terms today
fo r h irin g k ille rs to
assassinate a union rival.
Delaware County President

violated during two trials on
charges he had arranged the
shootings of Joseph “ Jock”
Yablonski, his wife and
daughter as they slept in their
Clarksville home on Dec. 3 1,
1969.

Nobel Prize for safer X-ray
STOCKHOLM, Sweden
(APV—The Nobel Prize for
medicine was aw arded
Thursday to an American
and a Briton who in their
separate ways helped develop
an X -ray te c h n iq u e —
computer-assisted tomogra
phy—that enables man to
peer more clearly and safely
than ever into the body.
Physicist Allan M. Cor mack,
55, of Tufts University in
Medford, Mass., said he was
“ amazed” to learn that (he
Royal Caroline MedicoSuigical
Institute
had
selected him for the 1979
prize. His co-winner is
Godfrey Newbold Hounsfield, 60, a research engineer
with the British firm EMl.
The choice apparently was a
surprise to the Institute's

__________.
Nobel
selection committee as
well. Informed sources said
the com m ittee’s recom
mendation was overridden
by the 54 Institute faculty
members who made the final
choice.
This unprecedented veto
reportedly was made after a
long
andheated debate
within the Institute. The
identity of the coirunittee’s
choice was not publicly
known.
' Cormack and Hounsfield,
who for years were unaware
of each other’s research, will
share a record SI 90,000
awaid. Cormack is the 53rd
U.S. citizento win the
medicine award, which has
b een . d o m in a te d
by
Americans in recent decades.

Catania presided at both
Judge Francis J. Catania .of Boyle’s trials, both of
imposed the sentence after wtych resulted in guilty
Boyle read a statement in verdicts. Boyle was first tried
which he accused the judge here in 1974 on a change of
o f being biased and , venue from Washington
prejudiced. “ I am in- County because of excessive
noncent,” he declared.
publicity in the soft coal
region of western Penn
' . :t The 79-year-old Boyle, sylvania.
whose once gray hair ap
T hat conviction was
peared to be tinted brown,
stood before Catania and overturned by the state
re a d th e s e v e n -p a g e Supreme Court on grounds
typewritten statement in a that Boyle was prevented Planes trade fire over Lebanon
from presenting a complete
strong voice.
BEIRUT, Lebanon (AP)— occurred somewhere south of
defense. His second con
Boyle alleged his con viction came in February Palestinian sources said Damour, 7 miles soutlj of
Syrian and Israeli warplanes Beirut.
stitutional rights had been 1978.
A source in the Isreali
traded fire in the skies of
southern Lebonon Thursday, military command in Tel
but no jets were shot down. Aviv said: " I f something of
Israel denied the report and this sort had happened, we
there was no comment from would have announced it."
There have been three
Syria.
The official spokesman for confirmed Syrian-lsraeli ajr
clashes over Lebanon in the
the Palestine Liberation
past three months. Last
Organization here sqid he
was not aware of a dogfight weekend. Israel confirmed a
but that Isreali overflights in report from the Syrian air
force that it had shot down
the south had been reported.
an unmanned Israeli spy
Residents in Beirut said plane flying north of
they heard a sonic boom that Damascus. The Israelis said
shook windows a> about 2:15 the plane was in Syrian
p.m., the same time the airspace investigating a
highly-placed Palestinian reported Syrian military
sources said (he skirmish buildup.

GRADUATING
ENGINEERS:

S ign u p n o w for a
lo ck at m e o f th e
y e a r’s b e s t jo b offers
We offer civilian career opportunities that stress immediate “hands-on"
responsibility—your chance for recognition, reward and professional
growth right from the start.
Mare Island is an engineer’s kind of world. We’re the third largest active
naval shipyard in the U .S. and the West Coast’s oldest and best known
naval institution.
1
And, we’re located In one o f the world’s best places to live and work—the
heart of Northern California! San Francisco is just a bay away. . .the
famous wine country Is right next d oor.. .and sailing or skiing are as d ose
as next week-end! To get com plete Information, contact your placement
office and sign up now for an interview.

C A M P U S IN T E R V IE W S

October 16
MARE ISLAND N/MN.L SHIPYARD

V al^C aM anla

Aa Eqaal Opperteally Employer
U. S. Clttiem hlp Reqoired

VAU £ J O

J& h .
FKANO SCO

Chinese sell exotic ‘drugs’
PEK IN G
(A P )—The
state-run pharmaceutical
houses in the People's
Republic of China are fast
catching up to our pill
popping western society in
packaging the ancient herbal
remedies as patent medicines
available in capsule and
liquid form.
A modern and always
crowded drug counter in the
lobby of the capacious
_ Peking Hotel does a hustling
business dispensing ginseng
antler pills, swallow pear nest
syrup, dog skin plaster, tiger
bone liquor and similar
tonics and emulsions that
have brought relief to
billions • since the Ming
dyariasty.
In the downtown business
district a much larger and far
more lavish People’s Drug
Store, unrelated to the
W ashington D.C chain
the same name, carries a full
line of aphrodisiacs, emetics,
e x p e c to ra n ts ,
“ m in d
refreshers” and .something
called “ Purple Gold Cubes,"
which according to the label
is good for “ sore throat,
to o th a c h e ,
ab d o m in al
flatulence, food and drink
poisoning and dirrhea.”
The downtown drug
emporium is always jammed
with middle-aged Peking
citizens who worry con
s ta n tly
about
h e a rt
palpitations and (latence the
the way the French go on
about their livers and the
Americans count calories.
The lobby drug store,
restricted to foreigners like
the hotel itself^ caters in
constant chaos to the
hypochondria of the overseas
Chinese,
mostly
fro m *
Hawaii, Hong Kong and
Singapore and the various
Chinatowns from London
and New York to Augusta,

Cia., and San Francisco who
outtcore the home team
when it comes to worrying
about iniestional gas and a
fluctuating pulse rate.
The Chinese medicine men
have learned to pander to the
cvers and chills'of their large
pill-purchasing population
with catchy slogans and
portentous prose that seem to
owe a lot to aspirin in
commercial-, on American
TV.
"At the first sign of a cold
o abdominal flatulence take
antipestilence Kan Man
Tao," advises an ad for an
ancient herbal remedy in a
slick p aten t m edicine
catalogue.
Next to a full page color
photo of a satisfied-looking
tiger, the makers of Hu Ku
C h ie n —“ T ig e r
B one
Medicated Liquor"—attest
that it is “ most effective in
relieving flatulence and
assuaging pains, promoting
blood
circulation
and
relieving sinews, having won
great popularity from users
at home and abroad.”
China . apparently has a
pure food and drug law
requiring full disclosure of
the ingredients on the label.
The Tiger Bone liquor, for
instance, discloses in the
small print that it is “ refined
by infusing tiger bones and
various kinds of percious
Chinese medicinal herbs in
top grade mellow sorghum
wine. Ingredients: Kaquang
wine 77.1 percent, sugar 10.4
percent, tiger bone extract
12.5 percent."
Our Chinese^ guides were
unable to ascertain how
many tiger herds had to be
boiled »p annually to
promote btoOd circulation
and abate flatulency in a
nation of 900 million.
«»»•
n il’
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Mustang corral
The Homecoming Com
mittee is sponsoring a
barbeque ai Poly Grove. It
will start at 4 p.m. and tl\ey
will be serving ribs, beans,
salad, bread, lemonade and
coffee. It will cost $4 for
adults, and S2.50 for
children under 12. Poly
Grove is located at the end of
C alifornia
Blvd.
near
Mustang Stadium.
There will be a fun run
sponsored by the men’s and
voipen's cross country
earns. It was stated in a past
issue incorrectly that it
started at the "Outfooters”
Athletic Shoe Store. It will
start at Poly Grove on
O c to b e r
21.
M eet
registration starts at 8 a.m.
that morning. You can also
preregister at “ Outfooters",
or in Coach Steve Miller’s
office or Coach Lance
H arter's office. Miller’s
office is PE 211. Harter's
office is Mustang Stadium 7.
The races are three and six
miles in length and awards go
to the top 100 finishers in
each race. Awards; "Outfooters" t-shirts.
,

The men's swim learn will
open its season with a double
dual meet with Cal State
Northridge and Occidental
C o lleg e. C o ach M ark
Johnson is h ik in g for ex
perienced divers to help the
team. He can be contacted
at: 546-2591

t

The men's basketball team
starts practice drills on
M onday. Coach , Ernie
Wheeler has seven returning l.
letfermen and some strong
recruits. They will recieve
more coverage when the
season starts November 30
against Stanislaus State.

WHERE T O G O
W HEN Y O U D O N 'T KN O W w
WHERE T O G O '

W/
/ /
' m eans "the m ushroom "
and is a little restaurant melted away
in the C reamery w ith a nwx.
m inim al, Iriemlly atm osphere and an
open Sir pAlio, nerving Iresh Imids
prepared w ilh natural ingredients

For Lunch El Honyo otters O m elets and Crepes,
salmis and sandwiches.
For Dinner El Honyo otters a varied m enu in
cluding vegetarian specialties and “ all you can cat
special" lor S4.2S. The special this week includes
Beet Stroganolt, soup and salad, hot vegetable ol

Cal Poly Quarterback Reid Lundstrom looks for a possible receiver in Robbie

•

*

Martin, 5, while Mitchell Blair, 35 blocks. The Mustangs face Northern
Colorado University Saturday night in Mustang Stadium. UNC beat Cal Poly
last season 15-10.

-

Lunch 11-1 Tuesday -Friday
Brunch V-1 Saturday Bt Sunday
D in n e rs m f V K ) T u e s d a y S* turd* \

pn the r r iiim c r y l
-»44 VKAI?

'

V_____________________________

YOU
WORTH
""'HORNET

$800,000

, STRIKE FIGHTER
,/

UNITED STATES MARINES

THAT'S HOW MUChTlT COSTS TO
TRAIN ON
. . .

,

*

- —*

\j

*

■v.

The Marines are training now to fly the F-18 tomorrow. To
find out if you qualify for pilot training, see the MARINE
OFFICER SELECTION TEAM on Campus: 15-17 October 79 or
call us at 805-483-4057.
%

HERE’S ONE AVIATION OPPORTUNITY YOU W O N ’T G ET
FROM PRIVATE INDUSTRY1
.

/
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Favored Mustangs
run at Stanford
Taking a wrong turn in a
cross country race is like
taking a shot at the other
team’s basket.
In last year’s Stanford
Invitational, Cal
Schankel was leading the
field of runners with about
700 yards to go in the 10,000
meter race. He came to a
fork in the trail. The runners
had passed it many times
during the race because the
course looped over itself.
v Schankel turned the wrong
way - an d 11 ru n n e rs
followed. There was no one
to tell the leader that he must
turn one way' or the other at
that point in the race, and
Cal Poly suffered its only

loss of the season as a result,
Coach Steve Miller felt
some responsibility for the
mishap, but he named other
factors also.
It was a combination of
things,’’ he said. “ Maybe 1
should have had the team
look at the course longer
before the race.”
Wherever the blame went,
Cal Poly placed second to the
Santa Monica Track Club.
Coach Miller hopes the
course, "which runs on the
Stanford Golf Course is
better marked this year, and
he said his team is healthy
and ready Tor the challenge.
In last week’s Aztec In
vitational in San Diego, Cal

Cal Poly’s Jim Schankel leads the field through took a wrong turn and 11 runners followed Three
teammates. The
the Stanford golf course In the Stan ford In- of the runners were Cal Poly teammate
vltatlonal last season. Later In the race Schankel Mustangs placed second in the meet as a result.
Poly placed second to the
University of Texas at El
P aso, the Division I

cham pions last season., demanding meet, but it is
Miller said the team could unlikely.
suffer a let down after such a
"W e’ve been too con-

Oldies Night at the Grad!
c?W
m lt la H
H. A——*P
PY
-—:

H O U R1

SE HABLA M ARGARITA’S
Fridays 4 - 7 544-1865
1865 Monterey/SLO/California

Wednesday Oct. 17
$1.45 pitchers of beer

sistant to let down in this
race,” he said. “ Everybody
is healthy and this meet and
next week’s Cal Poly In
vitational will determine the
man who will run in the
seventh spot in the nationals.
The first six spots on the
team are fixed according to
M iller. They are: Jim
Schankel, Danny Aldridge,
Eric Huff, Manny Bautista,
Ivan Huff and Terry Gibson.
The seventh spot became an -j
open spot when Jack
Marden, a freshman from
Mission San Jose High
School placed 53 at the Aztec
Invitational. He earned his
spot on the traveling team
which went to the Aztec meet
by placing seventeenth in the
Fresno State Invitational, ini
September 29.

SEE ANYTHING YOU LIKE?

STEELY DAN GENESIS
KING CRIMSON POCO
SUPERTRAMP CAMEL
PAUL D ICK EN S
The 6',
200 lb. senior from Seaside
replaced injured Louis Jackson in
Saturday night’s gam e against Fresno.
Dickens carried 35 tim es for a total of
163 yds and doubled his statistics from
the last 3 games.
__

AUDIO ECSTASY CARRIES THESE AND MANY MORE
SUPERB PROGRESSIVE AND ROCK GROUPS ON
JAPANESE AND EUROPEAN IMPORTS, MOBILE
FIDELITY ORIGINAL MASTER AND DIRECT DISK
RECORDINGS. WE ALSO STO CK SOME O F T H E FINEST
CLASSICAL AND JAZZ RECORDINGS FROM AROUND
T H E WORLD.

AUDIO fC/TA/Y
THE PROGRESSIVE AUDIO STORE
1130 Garden St. Suite A, San Luis Obispo, Ca 93401
(805)544-8392
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Women’s volleyball team beats Bakersfield in four
BY BRIAN MILLER

The game plan for Cal
poly was simple; when in
doubt, set up for Aileen
Semonsen. Semonsen was
indeed most of the offense in
game one, having 11 kills in
20 attempts. But it was
Wendy Lewis who set-up the
game winning point, doing a

Oaky SUN Witter

The Cal' Poly women’s
volleyball team snapped a
two game losing streak as
t hey
handled
t he
Roadrunners from Cal State
Bakersfield Wednesday night
15-10,6-15,15-12, 15-6.

Booters in smoggy win
-

BY BOB BERGER
Deity Staff Witter

Under the. lights of
Mustang Stadium Friday
night the Cal Poly soccer
team will be battling it out
with Cal State Bakersfield to
even their league record.
A Win against Bakersfield
would put the Mustangs at 22. Last Saturday Poly
dropped its second game of
league play to Cal State
Northridge in the thick smog
of Los Angeles. “ By half
time most of us were
coughing and hacking.
Burning eyes didn’t help
much either,” said veteran
Poly fullback Jeff Brown.
In spite of the smog,
however. Coach Gartner felt
that his booters had played
their best game so far this
season.
“ We played very well. We

controlled the ball and
passed well," said Gartner.
The only goal scored by
either team went to Nor
thridge on a poor call by the
referee. Poly had been
awarded a free kick when
forward Steve Strohl had
been fouled. Strohl took a
swing at the Northridge
defender and was cautioned
with a yellow card. The
referee then gave the free
kick', to Northridge. Ac
cording to the N.C.A.A.
rules. Poly should have been
left to play their free kick.
Northridge was allowed to
lake the kick which led to
their only goal and a 1-0
victory.
Friday
night's game
against Bakersfield will be at
7:00 p.m. All children will
receive a free autographed
picture of the Mustang soccer
team.

CLOTHING
FROM THE PASr
AND PRESENT
O to t St

'

1

Second Time Around
Train Station

SECOND TIME
AROUND

position near the net. The Mustangs beat Cal
State Bakersfield Wednesday night and will meet
„

FREE

IS C A L P O L Y N IG H T

Caicuator

'

!

*

■wants

W EEKEND BR EAKFAST SPECIAL
ZESTY SPANISH O M E L E TTE
A fluffy omelette filled with a spicy but mild
blend of tomatoes, onions, bell peppers,
mushrooms and wine.

1.
2
3.
4.

SPECIAL INCLUDES:
Hash brown potatoes
Homemade blueberry muffins
Chilled grapefruit
A ll the coffee you desire!
TOTAL BREAKFAST PACKAGE
only $2.50

611 G r a n d Ave
Arroyo Grande
481 4660

C lassified
Announcements

TYPING
IBM Correcting Setectnc II Cell
Madolyn evea 543-4406_________ (TF)

F A M IL Y F U N FAIR

“ We stand behind our w ork”
r—

The win puts the Mustangs
overall record at 6-7 with 10
games remaining. Cal Poly is
still 0-2 in conference play,
but they will have a chance to
improve their record tonight
against Cal State L.A. Match
time is set for 7 p.m.

SLO
S43 9268

5.

Wednesday

Wilton shuffled his bench
in and out of the line-up all
night long. In the fourth
game, Erin Wentzel proved
to be the super-sub.

, 13 S M 0 r r (

Cal State Los Angeles tonight.
at- ' .

Roadrunner rally tied the
score at 12. Again it was
Wendy Lewis who ignited the
Mustangs. With the score
tied at 12, Lewis flew out Of
nowhere to lay a nifty soft
spike in a bare spot of the
Roadrunner defense, This
gave Cal Poly the kick they
needed.

' Y0I
YOUR HOME GOODNESS PLACE"

Specializing in styles from the 40's and 50's.
Hawaiian shirts. Livis. Pendletons. Western
shirts. Leather Jackets, Shoes. Boots and lots
more!
In the Park Hotel
In the old BOO BOO Record Store
1813 Osos St
544-9968

Susan Forte of the Mustangs battles the op

knee-dive and saving a
potential Bakersfield sideoul.
If the Mustangs thought it
would be easy after the first
game they were mistaken.
Ahead 6-4 in game two, the
Mustangs defense stifled and
the Roadrunners ran off II
answered points to win the
game 15-6.
At the start of game three
Cal Poly was fired up, but
every time the Mustangs
gained momentum, they
seemed determined to stop
themselves. If there was a
heroic save for a side-out, the
Mustangs' would come back
and serve it into the net.
With leads of 8-3 and 12-5
in game three, the Mustangs
appeared to be cruising to
victory. But another long

1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
■
i

With purchase of oil change, oil
filter, air filter and lubrication.

(one coupon per customer)
(Offer expires Oct. 30, 1970)

Phone 543-6821

TYPING 529-2392
Electronic garnet A pinbaUs open
Iron, noon T days week Neal to IBM Correcting Selectric M. Cell
(TF)
Campus DonuIs_____ ________(TF) Marlene alter 4:30
PROFESSIONAL TYPING
7 Varieties ol 1940-style Burgers
Sam's Office Service
Open Sunday
I ISO Lot Otoe Valley Rd
CHAPTER ONE
5443200
(TF)
____________________________(10-18)
SUPER
SECRETARY
Cash lot gold ings. any condition
Professional Typing
Men's class rings $1033, women's
Reserve Tune now1
$7 14. depending on wt Satisfaction 54342)3
____________________________
(1129)
guaranteed Mall to 189 Recycling.
2001 Garner In., Ft Smith. AR 72901
IMPROVE YOUR GRADES'
__________________ (10-19) Send SI .00 for youf 306-page catalog
of collegiate research 10.250 topics
VISIT A 9 0 0 9 0 0 NEAR YOU YOU
______________________________ (TF) listed. Boa 2S0B7 G Loe Angeles. CA
90025 g13) 4774226____________ (TF)
Homeworkers Earn SSO.OOfhundred
securing, stuffing envelopes Frag Typing-reports. S.P . Masters ETC
proofed ^ n d correct spelling St per
Details Reply: Titan. Boa 94998. Rio
Schaumbdrg. HI 90194
(10-12) page Call Connie 543-7909
'________________________ (124)
Kenpo Kerala back m SLO el Mar
shall Arts Academy— Co-ed beg
Room lor rani. Own biff Reliable classes Tues rules 9 PM Info cell 544
lady Arroyo-Plemo. Lgl hsekpng Lo- 9336 773-5540_______________ (1012)
mt. Plant atmosphere 491-4379 eves
____________________________ (10191

Housing

Help Wanted

Mu4t sell 1971 Mobile Home In Silver
City Park SLO 12 ft. by 90 It. 2 b1rm. 1
btlt Great Investment lor student
housing S12J00 or beet offer bauble
terms Cell (1) 925-3000 or 0 ) 481

STUDENTS-Workers, full 4 perf
ume. Hours fleilbla. pay from 92 40$7 20 per hr For more info end in
lervtew. call 544-1306 days, or 544
8947 eves___________________(1012)

(1012) Oversees Jobe— Summer-year round
Europe. S America. Australia. Asia,
etc AH fields. $50041200 monthly
______ Eapenaes paid Sightseeing Free
Convertible— 70 Dodge dependable into! write: UC. Boa 52-CE Corona Dal
(1031)
treimportation. S595 544-9786 543- Mar. CA 92925
3255
(10161
wanted— Mon Tn
wk plus meals Call

Automotive

(10191
(1019)

Everyone with a student I.D. will receive
SI .00 off the price of a redwood tub full of
hot. b u b b lin g m ineral water. Bring the
entire dorm , fraternity, sorority or all your
friendsHI
SaveSSSSIII

Please call for reservations

595-7302

Ski’s Station
1101 MONTERtir STREET
SAN LUIS OBISPO

c:

Lost it Found
Loet-pr. of proscription glasses at
stadium Cell 5434779_______ (1012)
105 in EE bM

O’ - M

fri Auto Care

For ypur convenience we are

OPEN 24 HOURS A DAY.

For Sale

Icarrsgabslaba.

(1017)

__________________________ (10191
ri& iB LOST Female Rottweiler BSi and ten.
----------------------------------- 96 lbs "Toby" Reward Call Kim 541

Services

'*7 Or.Hockstein’s Heights.7
j The 1859 gold rushers would not
' have charged halfway across a
continent shouting “Hockstein’s
Heights or bust!”
Just look at the names that fill
our early history. William
Tecumseh Sherman. Ulysses S.
Grant. George Rogers Clark.
f t 00 Meriwether Lewis. J.E.B. Stuart
Susan B. Anthony. Lucretia
Mott. Nobody fools around with

Can a man
be grea t i f
his name be ordinary?
•7fadckus fo s tiu s ;

What if the great men and
women of history hadn't had
those important sounding names
so suited to their eventual
achievements? Would they have
failed to accomplish all that fate
had in store for them?
For instance:
Zebulon Montgomery Pike.
Pike’s Peak” But what if his name
had been something else? What
^
would the Colorado
high country
T
have done with
Maury’s Mountain?

And with a name like Adolph
Coors, what else are you going to
do but figure out how to brew a
great beer in a better place than
anybody ever brewed beer before,
Did any of those city brewers
ever climb a mile up in the Rocki
just to get pure mountain
spring water, or grow their own
high country barley? Of course
not.That’s why Coors is special—
the only beer that lets you taste
the high country.The beer that
makes all the others just city beer.
Coors. It’s a great name.

r yovaer
fH em n/K m n
I $eTTH€- VOTE
:

eU rF E U A !J g

H igh Country .

*asseu
» n o i PH

COORS COMPANY GOLDEN COLO

